t�lJ2,2 Universal Hydrotec
Break the cycle, not your channels.
Like the Polymer systems, but hate all the breakage? Problem solved. Made from fiber reinforced concrete,
Universal Hydrotec is much less brittle than the usual polymer systems. If your project calls for a rugged
concrete modular trench drain, that's easy to install, then Universal Hydrotec has the solution. The
Universal Hydrotec system covers all ranges of sizes from 4 inch to 12 inch while making installation
headaches a thing of the past. Whether it's a pedestrian area or a distribution facility- and everything in
between - Universal Hydrotec has the product range, both presloped or neutral with either a
Galvanized or Ductile edge rail built into the channel, to ensure that your project goes smoothly. All
stocked material ships within 48 hours from one of our 8 shipping locations across the USA.
Maxi 300 12"

Top 100 4"

• Easy Installation: no need to hang or
suspend the channels

• Channel Length of 19.69" ( 1/2 meter) and
39.37" (1 meter)

• Quick and Easy Maintenance thanks to
the Patented Boltless Grate Lock System

• Load Classes A through F (from 3,372 to
over 200,000 lbs)

• Available in 4", 6", 8" and 12"internal
widths. Pre-Sloped channels available
for 4" and 6"

• Available for all Applications: Pedestrian
Areas, Sports Fields, Parking Garages,
Roads, Highways, Gas Stations, Truck
Loading Facilities and Airports

• Liquid Tight to EN 1433 Standard
• Embedded Galvanized or Ductile Iron
edge rail built into channel.
• ADA and Heel Proof grates available in
Galvanized Steel and Ductile Iron
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Universal Polylok 'french Drain: The
Robust, Lightweight Solution
When you need a lightweight and robust trench
drain that can handle the toughest of projects
while maintaining its great appearance then you
will love Universal Polylok's American made
simple solution. Easy to install and 4 different
colors to choose from means Universal has the
lightweight HDPE Trench Drain system you've
been looking for.

The Universal Polylok HDPE Trench Drain is perfect for garages, swimming
pools, residential and small urban projects.
Our System is engineered to deliver the most flexibility in a heavy duty cost
effective design with up to a load Class C available.
It offers a modular design with interlocking components to enable quick and easy
connections.
E ach segment is 4 feet in length and comes with a reversible ADA compliant
grate that can either be flat or allow for a 3/16"
convex surface.
,.,./'. Zero breakage.
,.,./'"Range of attractive
colors available.
,.,./'' Simple and fast
installation.
,.,./'. Made in America.
,.,./'. TEES and 90's
,.,./'. Lightweight.
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Universal Annada Metal Trench Drain
All the simplicity of traditional
grated drainage systemswithout the problems.
Most trench drains are a series of
compromises, not this one. Imagine an all
steel galvanized trench drain that is easy to
install, lightweight, won't break, installs up to
130 feet per hour... while minimizing
grating failures? Imagine no more.
Introducing the Universal Armada Trench
Drain. Made here in the USA from all steel
construction the Universal Armada Trench
Drain revolutionizes the way trench drains
perform. With a clean finished metal edge
the Armada is both easy to install and
aesthetically pleasing... yet tough enough for
the most rugged of projects.

Benefits of the Armada System:

�

'V

' No more breakage of stock- all steel construction.

�

.,Better stacking - up to 688 feet fits on a pallet. Leaves
more free space in your warehouse.

·'Creates a step fall system with just three channels.
�
"' , Less inventory to carry!
�' Installs Up to 130 feet per hour!
' Cleaner lines and better aesthetics with up to 89,000
�
lb load rating.

Up To 688 Feet
Per Pallet!
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9" x 9" & 12" x 12" Square Catch Basins

12" Black Plastic Grate* 9" Black Plastic Grate*

Part#: PDB-12KIT

Part#: PDB-9KIT

Product Description:

Offered in two sizes, Universal Polylok offers the most
versatile Catch Basin on the market. The basin comes
complete with either a black or green grate, and two seals
that accept 2", 3", 4", and corrugated pipe. You can choose
your inlet and outlet heights, and it can accept one inlet and up
to three outlets.

12" Green Plastic Grate* 9" Green Plastic Grate*

Part#: PDB-12KITG

Part#: PDB-9KITG

12" Cast Iron Grate

Part#: PDB-12GM

9" Cast Iron Grate
Part#: PDB-9GM

4" D-Box Seal & Nut

6" D-Box Seal & Nut

Product Features:

• Available in 9" x 9" and 12" x 12" configurations.
• Precut with two inlet/outlet holes.
• 12" x 12" Catch Basins now accept 6" pipe.
• Seals accept 2", 3", 4", and corrugated pipe.
• Cast Iron grates available.
• Designed to withstand normal abuse in landscaping applications.
• Pick the color grate to suit your design needs, black, green, or
cast iron.

Part#: 3001-SN

Part#: 3001-6
Part#: 3001-N6

* Catch Basin Included
�
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ii(il.
2 Sides

12" X 12"
• Additional inlets & outlets can be cut
• Accepts 4" & 6" pipe

9" X 9"
Part#: PDB-9KIT
Part#: PDB-9KITG

2 Sides

12" X 12"
Part#: PDB-12KIT
Part#: PDB-12KITG
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12" & 20" Round Drainage Boxes

12" Standard Flat
Grate

20" Standard Flat
Grate

12" HD Flat Grate

12" Flat Cover

12" HD Flat Cover
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Product Description:

The Universal Polylok Drainage Box is the most versatile box on
the market today. You can choose what height you want your inlets
and outlets to be. It also comes complete with the only seal in the
market that accepts 2", 3",4" and corrugated pipe. No more
different fittings to inventory! There's no need to worry about
different colored fittings or plugs to inventory because as well as
accepting 2", 3" & 4" pipe, our 20" box can also accept 6" pipe.
Our 20" Drain Box will also accept our 20 risers"

20" Galvanized Grate

12" x 6" Tall Riser

20" Flat Cover

12" Galvanized Steel Grate

0
20" x 6"Tall Riser

Product Features:

• Use as a rain drain for gutters, driveways and sub-surface drainage.

20" x 12" Tall Riser

20" Riser Cover

• Use with the 12" or 20" riser to bring the cover or grate to grade as
needed.
• Use our watertight seals & nuts for 2", 3", 4" or corrugated pipe.
• Four stabilizing feet with every box.
4" D-Box Seal & Nut

6" 0-Box Seal & Nut

• One seal (20") accepts 2", 3" & 4" SCHD 40 & SDR 35 Corr pipe.
• 20" Box also accepts 6 pipe and has multiple hole configurations.

DRAINAGE PRODUCT FEATURES
Accepts 2" Pipe
Accepts 3" Pipe
Accepts 4" Pipe
Accepts SCH 40 Pipe
Accepts SDR 35 Pipe
Accepts 4" Corrugated Pipe
Accepts 6" pipe
Accepts Polylok Risers To Bring To Grade
Stabilizing Feet For Secure Fit
Can Be Used As Drainage Or Drop Box
Can Be Used As A Meter Box
Accepts Steel I Cast Iron Grates

20" D-Box
{8Hole)

9" & 12"
Catch Basins
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Standard Configuration, many
other hole configurations
available!
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Universal Drainage Systems

192 Clifford Street. Newark, NJ 07105 | 1.860.966.6661 | www.UniversalDrainage.com | Info@UniversalDrainage.com
*please visit our website for product information,warranty and full terms and conditions.

Universal Hydrotec

Highlights:

Rugged and easy to install presloped

../ 4 inch thru 12 inch sizes available

trench drain system. These 1 meter
fiber reinforced concrete channels
look great and will last a lifetime.

../ Galvanized or Ductile channel rail
../ 8 shipping locations in USA
../ Full engineering support
../ Up to 30 sloping channels
../ Easy to install and more rugged

Universal Polylok

Highlights:

With 4 colors to choose from this is

../ 4 colors to choose from

America's toughest plastic trench drain
system. Load rated to a class C and easy

../ Channels supplied with grates

to install this affordable drain ships with
24 hours.

../ American made at a great price

Armada Metal Trench Drain
A more robust all steel drain that is
easier and faster to install while looking
great. 2 meter long channels means less
problems in the field. Only 3 channels
to the entire system with great
hydraulics.
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../ Up to Class C load rated
../ Ships within 24 hours from a 140,000 sf facility

Highlights:
../ No more broken channels
../ Up to 130 ft per hour installation
../

All steel and a clean metal edge

../

lightweight yet robust

../

Stackable, almost 700 feet to a pallet

Universal Catch Basin and D Boxes

Highlights:

Quite simply the toughest most affordable
Catch Basins and Distribution Boxes in
America...at a great price.

../ Multiple sizes available
../ Accepts multiple pipe sizes
../ Great pricing and fast shipping
../ 2 colors to choose from

Gratings

Highlights:

Universal supplies plastic and
metal gratings of all sizes for the
construction and irrigation
markets throughout the USA.

../

Multiple sizes and styles available

../

American made and fast shipping

